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"Your language--your vocabulary--is your projection lens, and unless 
it is accurately ground and polished, the picture of your idea that you 
1 
throw on the minds of others will be out of focus and wholly distorted." 
In the history of man, the most direct and distinct means of com-
munication with one another is language. Expressions, ways, customs, 
mannerisms are secondary to this medium. Our contemporary living English 
language represents the men and women of this modern day. 
A primary grade word list was developed in 1959 from recently 
published textbooks. It is presented alphabetically with frequency of 
occurrence by subject areas. 
The purpose of this study is to classify this list according to 
meaning so that it might be useful to people building materials for 
primary grade children. 
1wilfred Funk, The Way to Vocabulary Power and Culture (New York: 
Wilfred Funk, Inc., 1946), p. 2. 
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CHAPTER I 
REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH 
The research in this chapter will be concerned with meaning problems 
in vocabulary and vocabulary lists. 
1 
McKee suggests that when one person misunderstands the meaning of 
the symbol or word, that communication is nonexistent. The individual 
does his thinking with the meanings that he possesses in his mind. 
2 In his analysis of word meaning, Dolch states that: 
To any individual the meaning of a word results from all ex-
periences he has had, which is more or less brought to conscious-
ness when the word is thought of. Words are symbols for ideas. 
Language is ever changing, especially in this age of rapid progress 
and abundant research. The Jet Age, the Nuclear Age, the Atomic Age, the 
Space Age, the Scientific Age--all of these and more have increased the 
word power of language. New terms have been introduced; nuances, shadings, 
intonations have added meanings to many words; simple words have acquired 
new connotations. 
Because of this continuous progress and change, language development 
has no limits. It is an endless and constantly growing phase of man. It 
progresses at the pace he does. It is always in step with man's activities 
and achievements. And language through word power must be active and grow-
ing, to keep up with man. Unless a word is at work, it is of little use. 
1Paul McKee, Language in the Elementary School (Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin Company, 1939). 
2E. W. Dolch, Reading and Word Meanings (Boston: Ginn and Company, 






' Herrick and Jacobs clarify this point when they claim that: 
All of our contacts with language are manifestly firsthand 
experience. But it is an easily observed and easily proved fact 
that the primary sources of language lie in those concrete ex-
periences which provide concrete bases for meaning. The farther 
an idea is removed from firsthand experience, the more difficult 
is the idea, the more abstract is the concept, the more difficult 
is the word to understand. 
Words are in direct relationship to experience. They convey the 
thinking and the understanding of an individual. 
2 Durrell, stressing the great importance of each individual word, 
states that "Every word is the center of a variety of associat'ion." 
For a word to be useful it must have a definite and accurate 
meaning, Without this, a word would be the same as the drone of an 
airplane or the buzz of a bee. 
3 
Dawson and Zollinger affirm that: 
It is only as words take on meaning that they are useful in 
speech, writing and reading. In the beginning, all meanings are 
derived from the child's direct experiences. He touches, manipu-
lates, tastes, smells, watches, hears; he throws and strikes the 
objects in his immediate surroundings and environment, and thus, 
through his own senses, builds up meanings. The first meanings 
are specific and limited in scope. 
With experience, with questioning, the child increases his speaking 
vocabulary at a rapid pace during the years of childhood. 
4 Dolch, expressing his views on meaning in vocabulary growth, 
1virgil E. Herrick and Leland B. Jacobs, Children and the Language 
Arts (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1955), p. 322. 
2Donald D. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities (Yonkers-
on-Hudson, New York: World Book Company, 1957), p. 289. 
3Mildred A. Dawson and Marion Zollinger, Guiding Language Learning 
(Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: World Book Company, 1957), p. 213. 
4E. W. Dolch, "Vocabulary Development," Elementary English, 30:70-
75, February, 1953. 
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One view of vocabulary development starts from the premise that 
meaning is necessarily equivalent to experience. Much experience--
much meaning; little experience--little meaning. And since words 
are symbols for meaning, words must be symbols for experience. 
In school, vocabulary growth is a significant and important part 
of the reading program. Educators today are stressing this field of 
vocabulary growth through word meaning. 
Curti1 believes that perceptual and educational meaning develop 
side-by-side and that they are related to intelligence, social status, 
and the stage of cultural development attained by the society in which a 
child lives. 
Smith2 claims that the chief concern of our present-day semanticists 
is to point out relationships between symbols and what they refer to, and 
the effect of the interpretation of language symbol upon human behavior. 
It considers meanings in relationships to experience and to man's way of 
interpreting his universe, his method of thinking, his values. In other 
words, the meaning comes first, then the symbol representation. 
Many studies have been conducted in this matter of word meanings, 
and this will be a never-ending field of research. 
It is a well-known fact--and this was verified by Lorge3 in his 
studies--that "the counnonest words are multi-meaning in character." 
1Margaret W. Curti, Child Psychology (New York: Longmans, Green and 
Co., 1938). 
2Nila Banton Smith, "Reading Readiness: Semantic Implications," 
,, Elementary English Review, 26:451-460, December, 1949. 
3I. Lorge, The Semantic Count of the 570 Commonest English Words, 




1 Russell made a study of the dimensions of children's meaning 
vocabulary in grades four through twelve. He constructed two sets of 
tests which would be diagnostic of the dimensions of a child's vocabulary, 
with some "measure of breadth, depth and height of a word," and of the 
child's knowledge of words and concepts in different subject matter areas, 
such as social studies and science. 
2 
Dolch wished to alert educators to the need of strengthening 
vocabulary. He states that research should be continued in the field of 
vocabulary, finding out how many words and which words children know 
something about." Attention should be given to the "depth of meaning." 
The school should take account of the sources of the depth of meaning, 
from years of living, many life activities, travel, wondering, imaginative 
living. 
3 Crosby feels that many of the experiences of today's children were 
unfamiliar to the childhood of the teacher. Today's boys and girls are 
experiencing language through new and wonderful media--television, radio, 
extensive travel. 
Because one must take into account multiple meanings of words, 
reading is the most complex and difficult part of any reading program. As 
4 Dolch points out, "In fact, almost all the common words sooner or later 
1David H. Russell, The Dimensions of Meaning Vocabularies in Grades 
Four through Twelve (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California 
Press, 1954). 
2E. W. Dolch, "Depth of Meaning," Journal of Education, 69:562-566, 
! May, 1949. 
3Muriel Crosby, "Factors that Influence Language Growth," Elementary 
if English Review, 30:34-41, January, 1953 . 
. ! 




get derived or add figurative meanings, that present word lists do not 
properly make allowances for." 
1 
Seegers and Seashore made an analysis of the Funk and Wagnall's 
Unabridged Dictionary and showed that there are in it 87,000 multiple 
meanings of basic words. 
In one of his reading studies, Durrell2 cites that: 
Another cause of pupils' failure to retain may be that the words 
lack full meaning. A word may have numerous colorful associations 
for the child or it may have a single uninteresting one. In 
general, the enriched-meaning techniques should precede other 
types of exercises. 
Very often reading becomes difficult to a child because he lacks 
the meanings or concepts which the printed symbols represent. 
points this out: 
3 
Ferrin 
Simple words although high in frequency in the vocabulary lists 
are sometimes a source of serious difficulty because, children 
knowing one meaning of a word, are unaware that the meaning re-
quired by the special context in which the word occurs is unknown 
to them. 
The teacher of the beginner reader must introduce an adequate 
meaning vocabulary. 4 As Dolch remarks, "depth of meaning" instead of mere 
in Developing Reading Materials," Elementary English Review, 26:142-149, 
March, 1949. 
1 J. C. Seegers and R. H. Seashore, "How Large Are Children's 
Vocabularies?" Elementary English Review, 26:181-194, April, 1949. 
2Durrell, op. cit. 
3c. A. Ferrin, "A Summary of Research in Vocabulary Development of 
School Children" (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, 1956), 
Introduction, p. 12. 
:1 4E. W. Dolch, "Vocabulary Study 
li English Review, 32:283, May, 1955. 
by Fields of Interest," Elementary 
" 'I 
' 
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"superficial meaning" should be stressed. 
1 Herrick and Jacobs note that "words shift meanings not only in 
different settings but also over periods of time." 
2 Dolch states that vocabulary study by "fields of interest" should 
be one approach used in language growth. 
Bond and Tinker3 observe that: 
Since many words have several meanings, the initial contact with 
a new word in context can provide it with only a limited meaning. 
To extend and enrich the meaning of a new word, the word should 
also be presented to the child in a variety of contexts selected 
to bring out and emphasize different shades of meaning or different 
meanings. 
4 Delacato and Moyer feel that from the early reading activities, 
analysis of words from the meaning aspect is, in ma~y instances, completely 
eliminated from the program. "This tendency to slight analytical activ-
ities in the early stage of reading is contributing to a weakness on the 
part of the child to understand word meanings and their relationship to 
reality." They break down the meaning of a word into two different types: 
1. The denotative meaning 
2. The connotative meaning, which includes both the informative 
and the affective aspect. 
The denotative meaning is concerned with the object that the word means, 
while the connotative meaning is that meaning which occurs to a child 
1Herrick and Jacobs, op. cit., p. 333. 
2E. W. Dolch, Reading and Word Meanings (Boston: Ginn and Company, 
1927). 
3Guy L. Bond and Miles A. Tinker, Reading Difficulties (New York: 
Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc.), p. 246. 
4carl H. Delacato and Richard S. Moyer, "Can We Teach Word Meaning?" 
Elementary English Review, 30:102-106, February, 1953. 
6 
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upon hearing or seeing a word which is not covered by the denotative 
meaning. They feel that teachers, in planning units of experience for 
the class, should introduce both meanings of the word. Emphasis on the 
understanding of meaning will facilitate the child's ability to think 
logically and realistically, and will help him to acquire reading skills 
more easily. 
1 Parke claims that one drawback in the progress toward integrated 
language arts in primary grades may lie in instructional material. Insuf-
ficient attention has been given to the interrelationships among various 
materials at each grade level. 
2 Lodge writes: 
The separation of language growth into oral, written, and 
mechanical aspects of language in three sections above needs to 
be corrected by an emphasis upon the interrelationships of all 
phases of language development. 
Stauffer3 points out that the teacher's job is a crucial one. She 
must direct reading instruction in such a way that the total act becomes 
a reading-thinking act. Children can be taught how to think critically 
and to read critically within the units of experience and intellectual 
maturation. 
She must not stress conformity but freedom of thought. She 
must encourage an intellectual boldness and straightforwardness 
that will not tolerate mental servitude to anything but the 
truth. 
1Margaret B. Parke, "Composition in Primary Grades," Elementary 
English Review, 36:108-117, February, 1953. 
2w. J. Lodge, "Developing Characteristics of Childhood Related to 
the Language Arts," Elementary English Review, 30:106-115, February, 1953. 
3 Russell G. Stauffer, "A Directed Reading-Thinking Plan," Education, 
79:527-532, May, 1959. 
.. ------ -~- -----r-- -_---- ~- -:---·:--.··· --.-~;:: 
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1 Betts' discussion of reading in the language development sequence 
was intended to serve two purposes: 
1. To identify reading in the sequence of language development by 
indicating some of the relationships of reading, listening, 
speaking, and writing 
2. To describe some of the procedures for estimating language 
achievement so that guidance in reading can be initiated on a 
systematic basis. 
2 For better comprehension in the reading program, Roberts intro-
duced five approaches in word attack: 
1. Contextual Approach 
2. Auditory Approach 
3. Structural Approach 
4. Visual Approach 
5. Kinesthetic Approach. 
3 
Dolch states that school texts must be chosen primarily for 
interest and for social values. After the reading material is properly 
adapted, editors should seek to aid the teachers in the teaching of word 
meaning. The editor should (1) aid by giving the children the right mean-
ings through pictures, either in the book or in the hand of the teacher; 
(2) show the teacher how to explain meanings which can be built up from 
the child's past experience. This is a kind of assistance more necessary 
1E. A. Betts, "Reading in the Language Development Sequence," 
Bibliography Ed., 71:574-595, May, 1951. 
2clyde Roberts, Word Attack (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 
Inc., 1956). 
3 E. W. Dolch, Reading and Word Meanings (Boston: Ginn and Company, 
1927). 
--,--,..--·;c:.---=-:=c"1="-"'"·"=~-::-- -"'~""" --~--::--:·:.,- ~-"'~~- ----
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than is usually realized; (3) secure in the reading matter such repetition 
of the word meanings that the context may do as much as possible of the 
teaching. 
1 Dawson lists the factors contributing to a child's vocabulary 
growth as: 
1. The type of environment in which he lives 
2. His capacity to learn--an alert child will pick up a multitude 
of meaning and concepts 
3. The interests the child has developed 
4. The instruction and guidance the child receives in the use 
of words. The teacher may work to widen and deepen meanings 
in what the child observes and discusses. 
2 Wells claims that one of the factors that influence language 
growth is the recognition of relationships between comprehension and 
expression. This will enable the teacher to help the child to use his 
equipment for language growth. 
3 Schottman suggests that: 
Instruction in word recognition skills must be direct, not 
indirect. There must be a plan which covers the various aspects 
of a program in developing independence in word recognition and 
which allows for the development of a meaningful vocabulary by 
providing as many meaningful experiences as possible. 
4 
Durrell states that word recognition and pronunciation difficulties 
' 
arise when a child lacks clear understanding of the meaning of a word. 
A good reading teacher knows that a basic rule of reading is that 
1Dawson and Zollinger, op. cit. 
2charlotte Wells, "Factors that Influence Language Growth," 
Elementary English Review, 29:348-355, October, 1952. 
3T. Schottman, "Encouraging the Growth of Vocabulary," Elementary 
English Review, 29:333-335, October, 1952. 
4Durrell, op. cit. 
. ·--·---4~-:-··- ----u· 
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the reader must secure from the writing exactly the message that the 
writer has set down. The reader interprets it in the light of its broader 
concept. 
1 
Artley lists nine goals of instruction to help the teacher in the 
reading program: 
1. Ability to recognize words 
2. Understanding the meanings of words 
3. Ability to group words into thought units 
4. Ability to sense the various purposes for which one may read 
and to adapt rate and procedure to purpose 
5. Ability to sense the writer's purpose and to apply the proper 
mind-set to the reading so that purpose will be realized 
6. Ability to read for the literal sense meaning 
7. Ability to read for the inferred meaning 
B. Ability to perceive the relationships among ideas 
9. Ability to recognize literary devices and techniques. 
2 Bond and Bond observe that: 
Probably the most basic of all comprehension abilities is 
associating the correct meaning of a word with its printed symbol. 
If the reader is to truly communicate with an author he must not 
only recognize the printed symbol but he also must select from 
many meanings the exact meaning the author had in mind. 
At the start the child reads material that is highly related 
to experience rather common among children in the United States. 
Before long, however, he reads about places that he could not 
have seen, experiences he could not have had, and concepts he 
could not have formed. He is expected through reading to develop 
new concepts, new understandings, new experiences. It is certainly 
true that the reader gets from the printed page in proportion to 
the understandings he brings to it. It is also true that he 
comprehends the printed page only to the degree that he understands 
the specific meaning of each essential word used by the author. 
To stimulate this vocabulary growth and to bring about a great 
1A. Sterl Artley, "Basic Instruction in Reading in Elementary and 
High Schools," Conference on Reading, 65:142-146, October, 1948 (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press). 
2Guy L. Bond and Eva Bond, Teaching the Child to Read (New York: 




1 interest in words, Cole recounnends approaching the matter through games 
and self-administered exercises. 
2 Sternlieb developed a numerous variety of devices to achieve this 
end. Newspaper clippings, news items, magazine articles, special 
pictures, special units, special books are some of the tools used in this 
study. 
3 Hildreth suggests usage of a picture dictionary in the primary 
grades. In using these books, young readers develop a larger vocabulary 
of words and meanings for themselves. 
Through this experience the child forms the habit of thinking and 
word meanings in context and of turning to a dictionary for help with 
words. In using the alphabet to find words, he gets practice in 
dictionary skills. 
4 Hildreth claims that: 
Primary pupils meet common words that are used in different 
senses, e.g., bank, run, draw, ruler, pick, wave, sink, suit, 
yard, bear, and so on. Although these complexities are not often 
met before the end of the primary period, the teacher needs to 
point out variable word meanings as they occur and help the 
pupils interpret them properly. 
5 Dolch states that there should be two aspects to the teaching and 
1 Luella Cole, The Improvement of Reading (New York: Farrar and 
Rinehart, Inc., 1938). 
2 I. B. Sternlieb, "Stimulated Vocabulary Growth," High Points, 
37:48, April, 1955. 
3Gertruee Hildreth, Teaching Reading (New York: Henry Holt and 
Company, 1958), p. 331. 
4Ibid. 
5 E. W. Dolch, Reading and Word Meanings (Boston: Ginn and Company, 
1927)' p. 9. 
11 
guiding of vocabulary development: 
1. The planned vocabulary development program--being told old 
meanings, usage of dictionary, and from reading 
2. The incidental vocabulary program--the interest--new meanings--
experiences for understanding. 
1 Monroe notes that dictionary skills have their beginning early in 
the middle grades to give pupils independence in determining word mean-
ings and deciding which of a number of possible meanings is appropriate 
for a given language setting. She states that building readiness for 
reading is a goal that is not unique in the kindergarten and first grade 
pre-reading program. "It is a goal that moves forward with the child as 
he approaches each new level of growth in reading." 
Harris 2 believes that in the upper grades it pays to devote some 
attention to the comparison of words which express somewhat similar 
meanings. At the secondary-school level, it is worth while to take time 
to acquaint students with the organization of a good thesaurus, such as 
Roget's Thesaurus in Dictionary Form. 
3 Austin thinks that every primary-grade teacher should make pro-
vision for important types of reading comprehension. (1) Reading to get 
the main idea or a general impression; (2) reading to note significant 
details; (3) reading to follow a sequence of events; (4) creative reading. 
1Marion Scott Monroe, Growing into Reading (New York: Scott, 
Foresman and Co., 1951), pp. 257-258. 
2A. J. Harris, How to Increase Reading Ability (New York: Longmans, 
Green and Co., 1947), pp. 347-367. 
3Mary C. Austin, "Classroom Techniques in Improving Reading Tech-
niques in Improving Ability to Interpret," Supplementary Educational 
Monographs, October, 1949, p. 29. 
12 
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Bond and Handlon remark that: 
Although the readiness program as such is generally considered 
a prelude to beginning reading, teachers see the need for getting 
pupils ready for reading at all grade levels. For example, in 
the fourth grade, students are commonly expected to be ready for 
wide, rather independent reading; in the seventh and eight grades, 
for reading of a rather specialized nature that takes them into 
specific subject-matter fields. If a child's previous instruction 
has not been such that he has been gradually and consistently made 
ready for his new tasks, teachers will have to get him ready for 
them. 
The child must widen the precise understanding of a word in one 
setting to include the vivid, accurate understanding of the word 
in its several meanings. If this interpretation to its fullest 
extent and appreciation of the fine shadings of word meanings is 
to be gained, a well-planned sequential program that meets the 
needs and interests of all children at different. levels of 
maturity must be provided by the school. The building of concepts 
and the development of a rich, meaningful vocabulary is a never-
ending task that needs to be continued throughout life. It is 
the responsibility of the elementary teacher to spark the interest 
and to provide the child with the means to pursue this activity. 
As soon as the child is able to pronounce his first word, the 
process of vocabulary growth has begun. Within the first five years of 
his life, the child, depending on environmental, social, and economic 
factors, acquires a sizeable oral vocabulary. 
2 Pelsma, in his studies of 1910, observed his daughter, three weeks 
at a time, preceding her second, third, fourth, and fifth birthdays. 
Daily he recorded conversations held with his daughter. His findings were 
that his child had a vocabulary of 379 words at the age of 2, 681 words 
at the age of 3, 1278 words at the age of 4, and 1800 words at the age 
1Guy L. Bond and Bertha Handlon, Adapting Instruction in Reading to 
Individual Differences (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1948), 
p. 59. 
2 John R. Pelsma, "A Child 1 s Vocabulary and Its Development," 
The Pedagogical Seminary, 17:328-369, 1910. 
-- '' ----;~_, 
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of 5, This list excluded all proper nouns and verb forms except the 
present tense. 
1 
In 1913 Heilig pQinted out that environment has great influence 
on a child's vocabulary. Through his recordings of a child's vocabulary 
from 23 months to three years of age, he concluded that at 23 months the 
child's vocabulary numbered 355 words, at the second birthday 455 words, 
and at the third birthday 2153 words. The parents did not attempt to 
teach the child new words, but answered all her questions. 
2 Boyd did similar recordings of his child's vocabulary from the age 
of one to the end of her fourth year. His daughter, at age three, had a 
speaking vocabulary of 1657 words. 
h d f h h ld I b 1 3 • d h In is stu y o is c i s voca u ary, Grant arr1ve at t e 
following statistics: 828 words at the age of 24 months, 937 words at 25 
months, and 1201 words at 26 months. 
4 Nice kept a record of her 4-year-old child's vocabulary a month 
before each birthday. At three years of age, the child knew 856 words 
and at four years of age, 1506 words. 
~tthias R. Heilig, "A Child's Vocabulary," The Pedagogical 
Seminary, 10:1-16, March, 1913. 
Zwilliam Boyd, "The Development of a Child's Vocabulary," The 
Pedagogical Seminary, 21:95-124, No. 1, 1914, University of Glascow. 
3 James Richard Grant, "A Child's Vocabulary and Its' Development," 
The Pedagogical Seminary, 22:183-203, 1915, University of Arkansas. 
~argaret Morse Nice, "The Development of a Child 1 s Vocabulary 
in Relation to the Environment," The Pedagogical Seminary, 22:35-64, 
No. 1, 1915. 




Shibles remarks that "As a result of many studies, it would 
appear that many educators are underestimating the size of total under-
standing vocabulary of first-grade children." 
2 The Child Study Committee of the International Kindergarten Union 
made a list of the speaking vocabulary of kindergarten children. By 
recording the children's conversations, a list of 2596 words was compiled. 
3 Buckingham and Dolch presented a combined word list. This vocab-
ulary was compiled from Thorndike's list of 20,000 words, Horn's 10,000-
word list, the Free Association Study's 9,000-word list, and from eight 
other word lists. Nine thousand five hundred twenty words were totaled 
in this study. 
4 Gates made a revision of his 1928 word list by including 1,811 
words used in all forms of reading material in grades 1, 2, and 3. 
5 Thorndike and Lorge published a word list consisting of 30,000 
words. This list included the material of two earlier studies of Thorn-
dike. The frequency of occurrence of each word was indicated as was done 
in the two previous lists. 
1Burleigh H. Shibles, "How Many Words Does a First Grade Child 
Know?" Elementary English Review, 36:42-47, January, 1959. 
2child Study Committee of the International Kindergarten Union, 
A Study of the Vocabulary of Children Before Entering the First Grade, 
Washington, D. C., 1928. (Cited hereafter as I.K.U.) 
3B. F. Buckingham and E. W. Dolch, A Combined List (Boston: 
Ginn and Company, 1936). 
4Arthur I. Gates, A Reading Vocabulary for the Primary Grades 
(New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 
1935). 
5E. L. Thorndike and I. Lorge, Book of 30,000 Words (New York: 
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1944). 
--"'~--~+-- _ __;· ----- .. 
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1 
Rinsland's word list was an analysis of words used in 100,212 
children's compositions from first to eighth grade. He concluded from 
his study that children use a very wide range of words and almost any 
word may be used by a child if the meaning is understood. He listed a 
total of 11,061 different words that occurred only once or twice, plus a 
few nonsense words and slang. 
2 
Lurie, et al. developed a vocabulary list of primary grade text-
books published not earlier than 1953. These textbooks were from the 
subject area of reading (basal readers), arithmetic, social studies, and 
science. They based their study on the 1935 Gates list. By omitting all 
the words in the Gates list, Lurie's list became an extension of his. 
This new list was alphabetically arranged and it listed the total 
frequency of each word and the total frequency of each word in each 
subject area. The master list totaled 3,265 words. 
Smith, 3 through her studies of the development of the sentence and 
vocabulary in young children, found that there is an average gain per year 
of 572.5 words. 
Larrick, 4 in her investigation of how many words a child knows, 
stated that a child's vocabulary is far larger today because of the 
1Henry D. Rinsland, A Basic Vocabulary of Elementary School 
Children (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1945). 
2L. A. Lurie, et al. ,"A Primary Word List,· A Revision of the 1935 
Gates Primary Word List" (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, 
1959). 
3smith, op. cit. 
4Nancy Larrick, "How Many Words Does a Child Know?" Education 
Digest, 19:42-44, February, 1954. 
16 
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advantages of radio and television. Consequently, the educators are 
faced with these questions: 
1. Are we making the most of the child's very extensive word 
acquaintance? 
2. Are we giving ch~ldren a chance to use the words they have 
acquired? 
3. Are we keeping up our own vocabulary up to or ahead of the 
child? 
1 Batlit, et al. made a study in 1954 of the spontaneous speaking 
vocabularies of children in nursery-kindergarten, grade one, grade two, 
and grade three. She found that the total number for each year was 3149 
words for kindergarten, 2051 for grade one, 4,445 for grade two, and 3149 
for grade three. 
2 Corcoran, ~· did a similar experiment of recording spontaneous 
speaking vocabularies of young children. Seven schools in six communities 
were chosen. These groups varied greatly from crowded tenement to small 
residential or high socio-economic levels. Three types of vocabularies 
were recorded--spontaneous vocabulary, discussion vocabulary, and picture 
vocabulary. This mode of approach brought forth a greater variety of 
words as well as a large running count. The total number of words was 
2425, and the running count was 65,523. 
3 Through research oonducted at Northwestern University, Seashore 
reports that the average reader used in the classrooms of America's grade 
1Agnes Batlit, et al., "The Spontaneous Speaking Vocabulary of 
Children in Nursery-Kindergarten, Grade One, Two, and Three," (unpublished 
Master's thesis, Boston University, 1954). 
2c. T. Corcoran, et al., "The Speaking Vocabulary of Kindergarten, 
Grade I, Grade II, and Grade III" (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston 
University, 1955). 
3Robert H. Seashore, "A New Light on Children's Vocabularies," 
School and Society, 66:163-164, August, 1947. 
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schools has 500 new words a year, while the child builds his vocabulary 
at the rate of 5,000 new basic and derivative words annually. The average 
first grader knows approximately 16,000 words. Thus, this fact points 
out that the textbooks in schools are lagging behind the children's 
knowledge of words. 
1 
Buckingham and Dolch state that: 
One of the major problems of the school is that of adapting 
teaching material to the learner. A large part of this problem 
is the choosing for school books of a vocabulary which is within 
the word knowledge of the children who are to study those books. 
This cannot be done until we have found out the words which 
children in the various grades know the meanings. 
Meaning and understanding go hand in hand in the reading field. 
2 Dolch pointed out that there are "many kinds of different meanings for 
a single spelling." Many symbols have more than one meaning. For in-
stance, the word "hold" can be used in the following phrases: 
hold a rope 
hold office 
hold land 
get hold of money 
the hold of a ship. 
3 Selke, in his comparative study of the vocabularies of twelve 
beginning books in reading, found that some words were learned with some 
1Buckingham and Dolch, op. cit., pp. 3-8. 
2E. W. Dolch, Reading and Word Meanings (Boston: Ginn and Company, 
1927). 
3E. Selke, "A Comparative Study of the Vocabularies of Twelve 
Beginning Books in Reading," Journal of Educational Research, 22:369-374, 
December, 1930. 
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difficulty and others were quickly forgotten, He felt that lack of 
clear, accurate meanings was responsible for part of this difficulty. 
1 
In his research study of developing meaning vocabulary, Gunderson 
noted that the child is exposed to synonyms even before he is taught 
the use of the dictionary. 
Enright2 analyzed the speaking vocabularies of ninety-six kinder-
garten children to study their relationship to first grade reading needs. 
Experience words were selected which required a background of information 
for their understanding by children. The test was a seriesof pictures 
prepared on the selected 253 words. Her conclusions were that there is 
little difference in the word knowledge of boys and girls and that there 
is no essential difference in word knowledge between urban and rural 
communities. 
Cox3 did a comparison of children's speaking language and the 
language employed in the beginning readers. The study showed that 
children talk about a greater number of things, that their use of descrip-
tive words is richer, that they employ a larger number of verbs and verb 
forms, and that they use a larger number of relational words than the 
words and subjects introduced in the beginning readers. 
1Agnes G. Gunderson, "Provision in Readers for Developing Meaning 
Vocabulary in Grades One, Two, and Three," Elementary School Journal, 
43:41-46, September, 1942. 
2Elizabeth L. Enright, "Analysis of Kindergarten Children's 
Speaking Vocabulary in Relation to First Grade Reading Needs," 
(unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, 1943). 
3vivian K. Cox and Marie M. Hughes, "Language of First Grade 
Children," Elementary English, 26:373-380, November, 1949. 
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1 2 Both Alsbrooks and Boyle made separate studies of the learning 
rate of colorful and abstract words in grade one. Their conclusions were 
similar in that they found the rate of learning of colorful words was 
statistically higher than that of abstract words, and that there was no 
difference in learning rate between boys and girls. 
Cunningham3 attempted to discover the number of understandings 
of 90 third grade children for a selected list of 100 words. As a 
result of this experiment, much confusion appeared or occurred in word 
meaning with certain words, some giving trouble to boys, others to girls. 
Only one word (cow) in the entire 100-word list caused no meaning dif-
ficulty. 
4 Dunn attempted to find the comprehension of 50 first grade chil-
dren for a group of words taken from first grade reading books. Such 
words as "see" could cause confusion in the past tense (saw). The con-
elusive data on this test showed that first·grade children need to have 
the various meanings of the words found in the first grade material 
presented to them, and only ten words had complete understarrling. These 
were blue, red, ball, bear, play, down (to lower level), sticks (pieces 
1Helen S. Alsbrooks, "Learning Rate of Colorful and Abstract Words 
in Grade One" (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, 1959). 
2virginia R. Boyle, "Learning Rate of Colorful and Abstract Words 
in Grade One" (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, 1950). 
3c. C. Cunningham, "Analysis of Word Meaning from a Selected 
Vocabulary for Third Grade Children" (unpublished Master's thesis, 
Boston University 
4 Margaret V. Dunn, "Word Meaning in the First Grade" (unpublished 
Master's thesis, Boston University, 1951). 
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of wood), store, yard, and feet (part of the body). 
1 Canty attempted to measure the understanding of a selected list 
of 240 multi-meaning words in the everyday reading vocabularies of third 
graders. One hundred fifty children from upper-middl~ to low socio-
economic levels were tested. Canty concluded that some words were better 
known than others, that the boys had a wider understanding than the girls, 
and that the children's lack of understanding would make the teaching of 
many meanings necessary. 
Analyzing two speaking vocabulary lists made in 1954 and 1955 
2 3 4 
and comparing them with the Rinsland, I.K.U., and Gates lists, 
5 . Dempsey et al. comp~led them into one list. This vocabulary was of 
children in kindergarten, grade one, grade two, and grade three. After 
the frequency criteria were considered, the totals were 2271 for kinder-
garten, 1190 for grade one, 2280 for grade two, and 2403 for grade three, 
In classifying these words, the object was to assign as many words as 
possible to specific areas. A separate classification list was estab-
lished for each grade, because they felt that multi-meaning words some-
times vary in classification from grade level to grade level. 
1r. V. Canty and N. T. Fitzgerald, "An Analysis of the Multi-
Meaning Words from a Selected List of Third Grade Text Books" (unpublished 
Master's thesis, Boston University, 1954). 
2Rinsland, op. cit. 
3 I.K.U., op. cit. 
4 Gates, op. cit. 
5J. K. Dempsey, et al., "A Compilation, Classification, and Compari-
son of Lists of Spontaneous Speaking Vocabulary of Children in Kinder-
garten, Grade I, Grade II, and Grade III" (unpublished Master's thesis, 




Speidel, using 196 children in her study, attempted to measure 
the effect of the use of classification devices upon word analysis 
ability. As a result of using these devices, she found a highly signifi-
cant gain in pronunciation of new and unfamiliar words, in vocabulary, 
in comprehension, and in average reading. However, there was no signifi-
cant gain in speed. 
Simons 2 showed that classification devices have merit in vocabulary 
development. These appeared helpful to the children in 
1. Enlarging and enriching concepts through practice in 
classifying words 
2. Increasing sight vocabulary by stimulating interest in 
identifying and recognizing words 
3. Motivating learning as a result of seeing and checking on 
their own progress 
4. Providing an interesting variation for practice in quick 
word perception. 
3 Harmon made a similar study of word analysis through use of word 
classification devices. However, his conclusions showed no significant 
gains in pronunciation, comprehension, and speed. Only a slightly sig-
nificant gain appeared in vocabulary. Harmon feels that the classification 
devices did not show the expected significant gains, because the experiment 
was undertaken late in the school year or because of other factors not 
taken into account. 
1Elizabeth B. Speidel, "Word Analysis Through Word Classification," 
(unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, 1956). 
2Alberta G. Simons, "Word Classification Devices for Third and 
Fourth Grade Vocabulary Development" (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston 
ii University, 1956). 
3 Ernest G. Harmon and Melden E. Smith, "Word Analysis Through the 
Use of Word Classification Devices" (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston 
University, 1957). 
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PLAN OF STUDY 
L. A. Lurie's Primary Word List, a Revision of the 1935 Gates 
Primary Word List, was selected for this study in word classification. 
It is both a current and accurate one. 
As helping guides, Roget's College Thesaurus in Dictionary Form 
and Webster's Complete Unabridged Dictionary were used. 
A word list, separated in interest groups, can be very extensive. 
However, with primary grade learners in mind, this list had to remain 
within the boundaries of purposeful and meaningful usage. 
Beginning alphabetically, the first class to work with was agri-
culture. The Lurie list was scanned carefully and all words pertaining 
to farm, such as tools, crops, activities, and types of agriculture, were 
included. This particular class was a definite and explicit one, because 
through school and other media, the child is acquainted with the majority 
of these terms. 
The following category, amusement, was subdivided into five groups: 
toys and equipment, games and players, stunts, spectator recreation, and 
related words. In the last of these subdivisions, the word "excitement" 
was included because to the young learner excitementhas the definite con-
notation of pleasure and amusement. The same reasoning holds true for the 
words 11 holiday" and "vacation. 11 
Certain categories were, without a doubt, explicit in themselves. 











I' <I ,, 
groups. For example, in the class of anatomy, all terms related to the 
body were included, 
A few of the groups which caused no uncertainty or hesitation are 
!' 
•' If as follows: 
i! 






Bees and Insects 
Books and Newsprint 
,, 
Fish and Sea Life 





Transportation and Travel 
Trees 
Once the obvious interest groups were classified, and always with 
Roget's Thesaurus as reference, it was decided to list particular cate-
gories, although these would include two or three or four words. 
In the class of death and birth, the two words "newborn" and 
"wither" belonged here and to no other group. Other groups which can be 
identified in this way are: 
Imagination and Fantasy 
Language 
Religion and Morals 
Sociability 
Waste 
It was found advisable to se.parate into three classes the follow-
ing: behavior, mental traits and processes, and physical traits and 
qualities. Although all three are closely interrelated, especially to the 
child's thinking, the divisions emphasize the shadings and definitions of 
the words. 
In revising the interest groups, many words were found to fit into 
more than one interest group. Their various meanings could be understood 
clearly by the young reader. 
The word "chief" automatically was well suited to three groups of 
interest: government, mathematical concepts, and man (special names). 
Another word, "brand," was included in the animal and sign or 
symbol categories. 
"Shuttle" was both a tool (occupation) and an action. 
"Quiver" fitted in the receptacle and container group and also in 
the motion and movement group. 
"Principal" was classed under school, occupation, and mathematical 
concepts. 
"Charge" had two clear meanings: warfare and business. 
The word "operate" was placed in the two categories of health and 
sickness, and motion and movement. 
"Character" is a mental trait or quality and also a feature of 
books and newsprint. 
The categories of weather and movement or motion were applicable 
to the term "bolt." 
With this overlapping and interrelationship of words in mind, the 
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A few other words which were placed in more than one category are: 
"crop" -- agriculture and words related to animals 
"ruler" -- government and school 
''damp'' water and weather 
''beam'' part of a house and light. 
However, because of the primary grade learner's comprehension and scope 
of understanding meanings, a number of words were excluded from some 
categories. 
The term "energy" is definitely classed as heat, but this 
fact is not usually part of a child's knowledge. 
"Nerve" was included in anatomy, although it also belongs to mental I 
I 
traits meaning courage, vigor, and strength. I, !! 
"Temper" was listed solely under behavior, but it also is a physical~~ 
trait meaning harden or soften. 
In Roget's Thesaurus the word "curb" is classified under hindrance, 
edge, and sole. It seemed logical to exclude the first and last cate-
gories and list the word under the physical features of the community. 
With careful revision, the final word classification included 
fifty-six interest groups, many of these with subtopics, as follows: 
Action and Activity 
Agriculture 
Amusement 
A. Toys and Equipment 
B. Games and Players 
C. Stunts 
D. Spectator Recreation 

























2. Related Words 








B. Related Words 
Birth and Death 
Books and Newsprint 




A. Physical Features 
B. Related Words 
Direction 
Distance 





Fire and Fuel 
Fish and Sea Life 
A. Kinds and Parts 
B. Related Words 
Flowers and Plants 
A. Kinds and Parts 




C. Herbs and Seasonings 
D. Beverages 
E. Cooking and Utensils 
F. Meals and Table Service 
G. Miscellaneous 
Government 
Health and Sickness 
Heat 
House and Home 
A. Kinds 
B. Parts and Surroundings 
C. Furnilihings 
D. Fabrics 
E. Words Related to Household Activities 
Imagination and Fantasy 
Language 





B. Special Names 
c. Clothing and Accessories 
D. Grooming and Cleanliness 






C. Basic Processes 
D. Quantitative Words 
.E. Weights and Measures 
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G. Shapes and Forms 
H. Miscellaneous 








B. Tools and Materials 
C. Related Words 















A. Names of Places 
B. Names of People 
C. Names of Things 
Receptacles and Containers 
Religion and Morals 
Safety and Protection 
School 
Signs and Symbols 





Subject and Kind 
Time 




D. Related Words 
Trees 
A. Kinds 
B. Related Words 
Vision 
Warfare and Destruction 
Waste 
Water 
Weapons and Arms 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































BIRTH AND DEATH 
newborn 
wither 
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FISH AND SEA LIFE 










































FLOWERS AND PLANTS 
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" 
closet stairway 
coat room stilts 
counter switch (light) 
corridor thatch-roof 
cubbyhole tile 
dining room timber 
doorbell 
doorpost c. Furnishings 
doorway 
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E. WEIGHTS AND MEASURES Shapes and Forms I 
II 




gallon shapeless I half pint sharpen 
I, halves slant height slope II 
meter soften !I 
ounce spiral I I 
pint straighten I I price streamline I 
rent stump li rod warp 
scale wreath II 
ton 
·I 
weight Miscellaneous I, 
width !: i' 
yard abacus II 
yardstick diagnostic .I I' example d I• exercise I! GEOMElrRIC CONCEPTS I' 
" 
i! 
arch MENTAL QUALITIES AND 
axis PROCESSES ii 
central i! 
column A. Adjectives li !I 
compass •I i 
cone clear-headed ii 
cone-shaped convenient ,, 'I I· 
cube crazy :1 
disc eager ii 
" figure excellent 
1: file fanciful 
form first-rate 
1.1 frame fortunate 
globe important 1\ 
linear intelligent II 
liner magnificent li 
loop mutual II 
oblong native i: II 
prism natural li 
pyramid necessary il 
rectangle noble 'I 
sphere odd I! 
triangle optional II 






" " ,, 
il 
ji 
II 53 " li 
peaceful prove II :i 
perfect realize ,. d pure recognize 'I 
:I sensible reflect 
II simple rely 
skillful resolve i! 
satisfy 'I smart 
II solemn solve 
special succeed I I 










unfair cause !I unusual challenge il 
wondrous character " I! 
convenience 
II B. Verbs duty ,, 
explanation !i 
"' 
admire favor li 
aim idea d II 
afford ideal !I balance misunderstanding 
balk necessity I! 
I' behave neglect i! 
challenge problem ji 
cheat proof !i 
coddle reference II comfort reliance 
.I 
cram sense II daydream skill 
li decide souvenir 
depend suggestion j: 
describe training I' I discover 
II 
e:~~amine 
explain MOTION AND MOVEMENT 
explore II 
foil advance II 
imagine approach I' II 
improve arrange !! ll 
intend arrest " il judge attack !. 












I' il 54 
I 
budge leash !! ,, 
busy limp II H 
caper litter 
!I clash loosen 
cling mince !I ,, 
slip mingle I' i! 
clung motion ,! 
!i 
cram tOOt or 'i 
crumple ii mount ii 
dart nip li deliver offer 
,[ 
delivery operate I! 
depart operation I! ii departure oversleep il deposit overslept [; ,, 
descent overtake I 






I exercise plod 
exhibit pluck 'I I. 
explore poke 
II extend pounce 
fallen prance II fasten prepare 'I 
fast-flowing prickle 'I 
fast-moving project It ., 
flight projection " ;i flip projector II 
flop prop •I ,, 
flutter quiver 11 I[ friction ramble :, 
grab rapid 11 
glide reel !, :! 
hackle remove II haste return II 
haul rotate i• ,, 
hike I rove II 
hitch runaway II 
incline runner !i !j 
insert sank I! 
itch scatter 
II jab scrape jiggle scuff i! 
" juggle scurry li 
kneel settle I' 
knit shiver :I 












sink NONSENSE WORDS .I 
' 
skid i ~
skimmer ahcboo II 
slap boo hoo 
II slit chinny-chin-chin 
snatch clinkety-clank II 
snip clippety ,, 
I, I 
speed clop il speeder clup 
'I speedometer cock-a-doodle-doc h 
speedy cuckoo il 
spin dickory II split eek 
il spun giddap spur hee haw 
stray hooray :1 ,, 
stretch hoppity-hop :I il 
stroke howdy !I 
struggle kerchoo ii 
stuff kinny kinnie II ,,,, 
stumble klump i' sway kronk ,, 
swish oink ,, ,, 
tangle scat jl 
thrown shoo ii 
tighten slurp il tip ting-a-ling I• tow tock II 
trace tweedle-dee 'I 
trail ugh I' trailer wapato I 
'I trample whoosh I. 
trudge woka li 
twirl woo !i 




unexplored I• ,, 
unfasten 'I !I unfold OCCUPATION ,, 
unhitch 'I ,,
unlatch A. Kinds li 
unload 1, 
unpack acrobat il unroll announcer L 
unwind architect II 
unwrap author !I 
' 













boatman newsman ii 




bread man patrolman II bricklayer peddler 
businessman physician li 
bus man pilot I' .I ,, 
camel seller plumber 
'i cattleman police I! 
chaplain policeman 
II coachmaker porter 
li 
cobbler postmaster I! 
contractor principal II 1: 
cowboy professor I! cowgirl rainmaker :I 
crier ranchman I; 
dairyman ringmaster II li dentist riveter 'I !I detective ruler i! 
doorkeeper salesman II I' 
editor scientist ,I I! 
engineer schoolmaster !i expressman scout p 
ferry man secretary ·I ,, 
flag man server II flyer serviceman II gardener sheepman I! 
gatekeeper shoeman 'I It 
goat keeper shopkeeper II 
groom shopman :I ,, 
herder silversmith il 
housekeeper skywriter il hunter stewardess i! ., 
huntsman storekeeper 'I li innkeeper storeman II inspector superintendent !I inventor surgeon H 
janitor surveyor li 
juggler tailor ii 
keeper teller i' II librarian tinker ,, 
lifeguard toyman I' I' logger trader ., 
lumberman trainman 
mailman truckman :; 
manager typesetter !i 
mason vendor ,, 
mayor waiter n d 
merchant waitress !i 










watchman Related Words i, 
weatherman ll 
woodsman repair il 
worker workhouse :I 
workman workroom 
" I workshed I, 
B. Tools and Materials workshop II 
I apparatus 
blade PHYSICAL QUALITIES AND ' 
' bulldozer TRAITS I 
buzz-saw I; 
cement A. Adjectives II 
clipper 
crowbar attractive I~ equipment awkward 
erector bald ,I 
excavator blunt !I 
gravel brand-new il 
harrow brittle 
II hatchet broad haymaker broad-brimmed I; 
jigsaw clumsy !I 
lever coarse II loom comfortable I. 
microscope concrete ij millstone cozy 
mortar crisp II 
nozzle crooked ,, I' pincer dainty ;I 
plaster delicious il 
pliers drowsy 
II plough firm 
pulley funny-looking 




shovel hardened I 
sheave hard-ridden I 
shuttle lightfoot li siphon long-bow 
II 
sledge hammer long-haired 
snowplow long-legged 
spike lordly " I' 
staff majestic II 
stake man-made I. 
stanchion naval 
stepladder oaken ' 
work bench pale I 
' 






plump grace i· 
,I powerful leisure 
I[ precious loveliness 
ragged sleepy head 
I raw strength ready-made 
' I 
red-faced c. Verbs I' 
red-haired I' 
scaly linger I !I 
shaggy yawn li 
shallow 






sleek II slick PHYSICAL SCIENCES 
slim II 
soft-shelled A. Geography 
,I 
II solid 
speckled 1. Kinds 
II spotless 
steep arrozo il 
sticky badland " if 
stone-like barren land I' 
stout bay ,I 
sturdy belt II 
tattered border I' 
toothless boulder ,I I' 
usable butte II 
useful canyon II 
useless cliff I' 
I! vacant coast 
wakeful continent il weak creek 








wooly geyser 'I i 
glacier ' I 




:I force harbor 
freak hemisphere I 





horizon B. Physics 
I iceberg I 
inlet automat II 
island axis li jungle axle 
lava charge I! ledge electric 
II mainland electrical 
marsh electricity II 
marshy electromagnet 
:I mesa energy I 
moor equipment ~I 
mudhole filing II 
mud-ruck fulcrum II 
pebble friction I, 
prairie gear 
II reef invent riverbank invention II riverbed machine I 
sandpile machinery " I 
sand table magnet 
seacoast magnetic 
seaside 
stalagmite c. Chemistry 
stalagtite 
sod alcohol i 




2. Minerals dehydrate 
dissolve I' 
" coal dye 
'I copper equipment 
crystal evaporate I deposit evaporation I flint experiment 
l1 limestone explosive I lodestone filter 
II ore fuel 
petroleum lye 
J! sandstone oxygen 
,I 
shale rust ,j ,, 
turquoise rusty il 
uranium !I D. Astronomy 













space PROPER NOUNS I 
telescope I' II 
universe A. Places II 




I breeze Alberta 
calm Alps I I chilly America 






I, flood Arizona 




gust Austria li 
icicle Azores II 
'I icy Bali II lightning Baltimore 1: 
mist Banbury 
,I moisture Bavaria raindrop Belgium ,, 
rainstorm Bermuda 'I 
sleet Bolivia I 
snowdrift Boones borough I 
snowfall Boston I 
snowstorm Brazil 
thunder Britain 
thunderstorm Buenos Aires 
I tornado Burma 




























Fort Worth Montana 
France Munich 
Galapagos Nantucket I Gardinia Netherlands 
Gaspe Peninsula Nevada 
Geneva New Amsterdam 
Germany New Bedford 
Gettysburg New Jersey 
Greece New Mexico 
I 
Greenville New Orleans 
Guatemala New Zealand 
Guinea Nile 
Haiti North Carolina 
I Holland Norway 
Hollywood Nova Scotia I Hong Kong Ohio 








I Iraq Persia 
' Ireland Peru I Italy Philadelphia i 
Jamestown Poland II Japan Pompeii 
Java Portugal I· Jersey Providence 
Jerusalem Prudence Island 
Juneau Puerto Rico 
Kansas Rhine 
Karankawa Rich1110nd 
Kentucky Rio de Janeiro 
Korea Salem 
Lapland Salt Lake City 
Lenni-lluape Samantha 
Lima San Francisco 
London Santa Fe 
Los Angeles Scotland 
Maine Seine 










Shetland Lithuanian ,, 
•I 
South America Magellan 'I li Spain Massasoit lj Sulu Islands Mexican I. 
Sumatra Miles Standish II ii 
Sweden Napoleon I' il 
.Switzerland Navaho I' 
Tahiti Negro II 
Texas Newton II! 
Tioga Pawnee il United States Polish I, 
Uruguay Portuguese II 
Utah Superman ii I' Venezuela Quaker ,,
Vermont Roman 'I 
Virginia St. Nicholas '~I Washington Samoset 
Waterloo Shawnee I, 
Westport Sioux II I, 
Williamsburg Sir Francis Bacon " 
Ji Wisconsin Snow White 
II Wyoming Solomon Spaniard ,, 
B. People Spanish 
,,, 
Swedish ,I 
Aiken Swiss I' ,, 
Algonquin Wilson I ii 






Bill Cody c. Things II il Black Martin l! 
Boy Scout Bible ii 
'i Brier-Rose Cassiopaeia I• 
il Chinese P.T.A. 
Cinderella I! 
Columbus li ,, 
Cub Scout RECEPTACLES AND CONTAINERS I! 
Daniel Boone 
Danish bin I' 
Dutchman binder il 
English carton I! French cell )I 






Lapp cubbyhole I, Lincoln dipper il 
63 
II 
envelope RELIGION AND MORALS )I ,, 
fastener II flask blessing 
li handbag chapel hatbox chaplain ,, 
il jug divine ,, 
keg duty i' 
ladle fault li 
lunchbox grace •I II IOOrtar honest : ~ 
packet honor I! !i 
pan kind 
'I parcel kindness !I 
' pit kindly ti 
pitcher mistake 1: 
pocketbook pledge 'I I· pod priest 
'I 
poke pulpit !I :i 
pot reverend " II quiver reward 
' 
rack sacred " il 
recess sin i' 
saddlebag I !I 
scoop ,, !I 
shovel SAFETY AND PROTECTION if 
socket II 
stall army if 
storeroom arrest 
II strap beacon 
tank beware !i !I 
theriOOs blockhouse 
II tray caution 
trench defend il 
trough escort q II tube extinguisher 'I I; 
vat fire alarm II firebell 
Related Words firehouse I• 
·I firetruck I> 
bind firewarden li d 
contain floodgate " II cork foghorn I' 
corkscrew fort ,I I' 
fasten handcuff ·I 
" fenced-in inspector II II film jail I 
lid lifeguard II 
opening lighthouse II 
outlet lookout II 
plug patrol I! 









preserve SIGNS AND SYMBOLS 11 prevent :I It 
rescue badge ' rl 
safekeeping banner il 
shield brand I' ,I
stockade insignia II 
watchdog label il 
watchful mark il ij 
name !i ,, 
postmark II 
SCHOOL standard !I 
title II blotter trademark I' 
cardboard ,I 
'I catalog 1· 





clapper pound-sweet li ,, 
classmate scent 
I! classroom sour 
college sugar-coated !I 
" education suck 'I !, 
folder sweet-smelling Ji li gym tasty ,, 
" 
gymnasium tender !! homework I' librarian II library SOCIABILITY II ii liner il 




pupil thank you 
quill 
II recess !I 
ruler SOUNDS ,, 
schoolbook I! 
ah-choo ' schoolhouse I' 
schoolmaster aye :I II 
schoolroom backfire !I 
schoolyard bawl ,, 
" student bay ,, 
study bellow :I 
superintendent blare I, 
tablet blast II 
tagboard bleat II 
teacher boo boo II 
term chat !I 












creak network !! I' 
•' dial quality ii 
drone style i: li 
earphone subject il 
echo substance li 
exclaim topic il 
gasp type I! 
grumble !I 
'· gurgle i.i 
hoarse TIME ji 
howl !; 
jangle age-old I, ,, 
jingle annual II 
klomped autumn !i 
megaphone awhile II 




neigh calendar II il 
noisy clockface I' I': 
oral complete ,, 
overheard continue 
rumble current 
rustle cycle i! 
scuff daily II 
shriek dawn 
:I snarl daybreak 
snore deadline II 



























































































































c. Water wheelhouse 
yacht :i ii 
afloat :I 
;\ 
anchor D. Words Related to Air, :: ,, 
ark Land, and Water ii 
ashore !I 




~ j bay agency 
;I boathouse baggage 
boatman baggageman ·I 




carrier destination ' !I 
catboat detour il 
coaster diesel I 
cruiser dispatch II I• deck distance ,! 
deep sea excursion ,, il 
dock express 'I ,, 
dory expressman H II drift gear il driftwood luggage I 
,J ferry map ,, 
ferryboat passenger )I il ferryman route 
!I fireboat suitcase 
flat-bottomed (boat) tour ll galley tourist 'I 
'I 
gang plank transport ii i' 
gondola transportation ,, ,, 
harbor traveler I !. 
houseboat voyage I' ,j
kayak " \\ 
launch 'I 
liner TREES 1: 1: 
mast I !I 
packet ~ 1: paddle I 
pier bamboo 
II raft birch 
rig cedar ,, I! rowboat china berry 
I! sailboat cottonwood 
scow ebony II ,, 
starboard elm I' d 
steamboat evergreen 'I !I 
steamer fig 
i[ steamship hickory 
stern juniper I; 







lime WARFARE AND DESTRUCTION i 
' linden ' 
II mahogany army 
poplar battle 
II spruce battleship 
capture I: 
Related Words charge j! 
crumble ,I 
bud crush II 





logger perish !I 
lumber smash II 
lumberman surrender II 
lumbermill warpath !I 
nursery warrior ll oaken wartime 
orchard il 
sap 'I 









II VISION scrap 
spoil 'i 
blind waste I' ,I 
blink wreck 1i 
darkness II 
disappear li 
discover WATER I I 
gaze 
glance afloat 
glare bay I, glimpse blot 
lookout canal ii I' 
observation dam ,I I! pry damp 
'I scene dehydrate 
scenery dip li 
























!1 marsh tomahawk 
moist l! I 

















1! waterfront li 
watertight 
II waterway 




















This study is a follow-up to the excellent word list compiled by 
1 L. A. Lurie, et al. 
It is an attempt to help the primary grade teacher in introducing 
words in interest groups. 
With the growth of language and multiple meanings of words, the 
list can be changed and revised to fit the demands and the needs of those 
who can put it to use. 
These classifications were thought out and devised in the hope 
that the young reader could benefit from this study. 
1 L. A. Lurie, et al., "A Primary Word List, A Revision of the 1935 
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